PRELIMINARY REPORT ON A PREHISTORIC SETTLEMENT AT TUTU, ST. THOMAS, USVI
Elizabeth Righter and Emily Lundberg
ABSTRACT
In September 1990, earthmoving activities at Tutu, St. Thomas, USVI, disturbed remains of a
prehistoric settlement. Preliminary investigations have uncovered remnant midden material and 2400
house posts and other features such as burials and hearths. Ceramics of the Saladoid series have been
recovered from lower levels of the five midden areas, while a C-14 date of 730 +/- 80 years B.P. (BETA42277), for one of the house posts, indicates a multi-component site. Among the many interesting aspects
of the site are (1 ) its inland location; (2) well preserved charred plant remains; (3) excellent human skeletal
preservation, and (4) stratified middens containing multiple layers of ceramic sherds and cultural remains
in association with charcoal. The site potentially will yield important information about subsistence,
including cultivated crops; sizes and types of domestic and other structures; settlement pattern, burial
practices; social organisation and culture change.
The Tutu Archaeological Village (TAVI) prehistoric site was discovered during initial earth moving
activities at a proposed shopping mall in St. Thomas, US Virgin Islands (Figures 1,2). Subsequent salvage/
data recovery efforts at the site have yielded a number of "firsts" which will contribute significantly to the
understanding of Virgin Islands prehistory. These "firsts" include the first prehistoric house posts
uncovered in the Virgin islands, (more than 2400 post holes and other features were uncovered); the first
opportunity to expose an entire village and record settlement pattern (Figure 3); five intact midden areas
containing an abundance of ceramic materials (Figures 4,5,6,7), charred plant remains, faunal remains
and other cultural materials in stratified datable contexts (Figures 8,9), and a large sample of human burials
with well preserved human skeletal remains (Figures 10,11,12).
The Tutu Archaeological Village site comprises about five acres of a low flat ridge nestled in an
amphithaeter-shaped hollow surrounded by hills (Figure 13). This acreage, most recently utilised as
pastureland, was formerly agricultural land of the Colonial Charlotte Amalie plantation, and at one time
supported fields of indigo (Indigofera tinctoria). Turpentine Run, a present-day gut which probably
provided a dependable source of potable water during the prehistoric period, extends along the western
and southwestern boundaries of the site. In the past, tributaries of this gut also extended along the
northeastern, eastern and southeastern boundaries of the site (Figure 2); so that the village was nestled
in the vertex of two major tributaries that drained to the south shore of St. Thomas. Construction of a dam
on the western branch of Turpentine run and diversion of the eastern branch, as well as Colonial and
modern land uses in the surrounding hills and valleys of Tutu (Figure 14) have altered surface and
groundwater patterns in the vicinity of the site. It is evident from the faunal remains in the prehistoric site,
however, that the site's inhabitants had accessibility to the coast, either overland across a low ridge to the
northeastern shore of St. Thomas; or, most likely, south along Turpentine Run to the rich resources of the
Mangrove lagoon on the southeastern shore of the islands.
Surface soils of the site consist of Cramer-Isaac gravelly clay loams, while the deteriorated volcanic
subsoils and bedrock of calcite and andesite contribute to the excellent preservation of the human skeletal
remains, wood posts and other buried cultural features (Figures 15,16).
Because there were no mechanisms for requiring the developer to preserve or excavate the site,
the Government of the Virgin Islands negotiated with the developer to allow as much data recovery as
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possible on the site before construction start up. This time frame was very short. We were first notified that
we had three months to recover and record the site: later the recovery period was extended to ten months.
The agreement between the Government and the developer also did not provide funding for the research.
We were extremely fortunate however; when, following announcement of the discovery in the local
newspaper, a group of business persons in the community and the St. Thomas Historical Trust formed an
alliance to publicise our need to rescue the site and to raise funds. The resulting financial assistance and
in-kind contributions from the community, enabled us to support US National Park Service and volunteer
archaeologists to perform what was, of necessity, a combination of data recovery and salvage on this large
multi-component site.
When first discovered, the Tutu Archaeological Village site had been machine scraped to varying
depths and the majority of the topsoils had been removed or severely disturbed. This initial scraping of the
topsoils from the site was both disadvantageous and beneficial to the uncovering and recording of
archaeological information. Because of the machine scraping, it was not anticipated that we would be able
to recover in situ material in the top soils; however, we were able to roughly determine site limits by
pedestrian survey and observation of the scraped ground surface. We also realised that, because of the
open expanse and lack of trees, we would be able to expose extensive areas of ground surface in
anticipation of uncovering house posts and other subsurface deeply buried features. We hoped to find
sufficient undisturbed topsoil to permit identification of the subsurface features and relate them to specific
cultural groups and time periods.
Initially, a 200-meter grid was established over the area of prehistoric occupation and subdivided
into 5-meter squares. With the help of volunteers from the community, we conducted a controlled surface
collection. Following that, since the topsoils had been previously stripped, we decided to attempt shallow
machine scraping in a limited area. Each dark spot that appeared was flagged and augur tested. After about
100 augur tests, we realised that this effort could not provide adequate identification of features, and that
the areas stripped were too narrow to reveal a pattern. We decided to strip a large area to subsoil, hoping
to more clearly define and identify postholes and otherfeaturesthatwould contrastwith the white, greenish
gray and light brown subsoils of deteriorated bedrock. Our expectations were realised, when, indeed,
contrasting dark spots appeared. The dark spots were arranged in circular and semi-circular patterns,
many of which overlapped. We determined that it would be necessary to excavate each dark feature to
establish whether or not it was a posthole, or other prehistoric cultural feature, and to identify discrete
structural units.
As of the time of this report, we have excavated and obtained radiocarbon dates for two units which
clearly are distinct structures. Unfortunately neither of these contained an associated burial.
Structural Units 1 and 2 were excavated by US National Park Service Archaeologists, David
Anderson, John Jameson, Ken Wild, Douglas Potter and Harry Scheele. Structural Unit 1, the smaller
structure, had a diameter of 3.6 meters by 4.15 meters (Figure 17), and was constructed of posts that
ranged in diameter from 10 centimeters to 19 centimeters and extended up to 30 centimeters into subsoil.
Post 15 of this structure provided a C-14 date of 730 +/-80 years B.P. (BETA-42277).
In the center of Structural Unit 2 (Figure 18), which had a diameter of 6.75 meters by 7 meters, were
four deep postholes. Traces of the posts indicated that they ranged in diameter between 16 centimeters
and 23 centimeters, and extended as much as 130 centimeters below the top of subsoil. About 50
centimeters of topsoils had been previously removed by heavy equipment. Encircling outer postholes of
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Unit 2 were shallower, extending between 30 centimeters and 60 centimeters into the subsoil. In some
cases double posts were present, suggesting either additional support or episodes of repair. Depths of the
inner and outer postholes suggested that the central posts were tall and could support a high roof, while
shorter outer posts supported a lower roof. In appearance, therefore, Structural Unit 2 was a circular pole
structure with a steeply pitched conical roof, probably of thatch.
Post hole 407A retained a remnant of an actual wood post. The remnant was removed and a wood
sample was sent to BETA Analytic for dating. This post, which appeared to have been charred on the
outside and carved to a point at one end, was radiocarbon dated at 810 +/- 70 years B.P. (BETA-43437).
The post was 23 centimeters by 26 centimeters in diameter and extended 130 centimeters below the top
of the subsoil. Traces of charring on the end of the post may reflect the manner in which the tree was felled.
Charring of the post before it was implanted in the soil also may have served to facilitate shaving of the post
to a point, strengthened the post, and discouraged penetration by insects and fungi.
Another aspect of the Tutu Archaeological Village site was its five areas of intact midden remnants,
at least one of which was stratified into layers of food refuse, ceramic sherds, charred wood and plant
remains, and other debris separated by layers of clay primarily devoid of cultural material. The lowest levels
of one midden yielded Z-l-C Saladoid ceramic sherds (Figure 19), while the base of Level B in another
section of the site yielded two plain Saladoid bowls (Figures 20,21 ). Carbon obtained from soils under these
bowls provided a radiocarbon date of 1680 +/- 80 years B.P. (BETA 50066). Level B of a neighbouring onemeter square excavation unit produced ceramic sherds of classic Saladoid White-on Red (W-O-R)
geometric design (Figure 22). Radiocarbon dates have not yet been obtained for the levels containing the
Z-l-C and W-O-R shreds.
Located about 0.36 kilometers from the mouth of Turpentine Run and about 2.50 kilometers from
the Tutu Archaeological Village site is a fresh water swamp; a unique ecological feature in St. Thomas.
Examination of the faunal remains in the middens at the archaeological site should reveal the extent to
which the inhabitants harvested this resource for food and other materials. Additionally, although the Tutu
Archaeological Village is located 1.75 kilometers inland from the nearest seacoast, middens of the site
contain remains of such coastal fauna as land crabs (Gecarcinidae and Cardisoma guanhumi), West
Indian topshell {Cittarium pica), bivalves {Codakia orbicularis) fish, turtles and sea mammals, including
manatee. Although present, conch (Strombus gigas) shells are not numerous.
In general, human skeletal material at the Tutu Archaeological Village site is well preserved. Before
the site was bulldozed on February 23 and 24,1992, forty human burials had been identified, of which thirtyeight were excavated. Two completed bowls containing foetal remains were uncovered. One of these, a
shallow flat-bottomed bowl was excavated and removed with the burial intact (Figure 23). Because the
bones of the foetus were so fragile, we attempted to determine the position of the skeleton in the bowl by
subjecting the bowl, complete with foetus and surrounding soil, to both X-ray and CAT scan: services
donated by Dr. George Rosenberg. The results of this experiment were negative, however. Although the
ceramic bowl showed clearly in both the X-rays and the CAT scans, the density of the surrounding soil
apparently masked the tiny fragile bones of the foetus.
The entire human skeletal collection from the Tutu Archaeological Village site has been submitted
to Dr. Mary Sandford at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro for analysis*. She will work with a
team of physical anthropologists, including Dr. Clark Larson and Dr. David Weaver. According to the first
progress report, preliminary findings indicate a marked degree of sexual dimorphism in the population.
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Males exhibit extreme muscular robusticity In their upper bodies and some also exhibit a degenerative joint
disease at the elbow. Both infectious and nutritional pathologies have been identified, along with some
porotic hyperstosis lesions that normally are attributed to iron deficiency anemia (personal communication,
Dr. Mary Sandford). Morphometric data are being compiled, and isotopic analyses will be conducted during
the next few months.
Jeffrey Walker will analyse the lithic materials recovered from the Tutu Archaeological Village site
to describe construction techniques and patterns of use wear. Spectrographic analysis of local clays and
thin-section analysis of a sample of ceramic sherds have been donated to the project by the US Soil
Conservation Service.
Ffnaliy, we collected more than 350 flotation samples which were processed to extract charred
seeds and other plant remains. Macrobotanical analyses will be conducted by Dr. Deborah Pearsall to
identify food plants, herbs and other floral resources utilised by the prehistoric inhabitants of the Tutu
Archaeological Village site. Additional funding will be necessary in order to conduct sufficient pollen and
phytolithic analyses.
Thanks to financial and in-kind contributions from the Virgin Islands community, both the private
sector and the Government, data recovery at the Tutu Archaeological Village site was far more extensive
than we first believed possible. Analyses of the recovered material will generate new information for many
years to come.
Analyses are being funded by a grant from the Government of the Virgin Islands.
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Figure 3.

Preliminary Site Map of the Tutu Archaeological Village Site, showing postholes and otl
features. St. Thomas, USVI.
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Figure 4.

D-shaped handle recovered from a cultural midden at the Tutu Archaeological Village Site,
St. Thomas, USVI.
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Figure 5.

Curvilinear incised designs on ceramic sherds recovered from a midden at the Tutu
Archaeological Village Site, St. Thomas, USVI.
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Figure 6.

Figure 7.
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Ceramic rim sherd with a nubbin, recovered from a midden at the Tutu Archaeological
Village Site, St. Thomas, USVI.

Pedestalled bowl base recovered from a midden at the Tutu Archaeological Village Site.
St. Thomas USVI.
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Faunal and other cultural material exposed in Level I of a stratified midden. Tutu
Archaeological Village Site, St. Thomas, USVI.
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Figure 9.
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Stratified cultural deposits at the Tutu Archaeological Village Site, St. Thomas, USVI.
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Figure 10.
Burial 31 at the Tutu
Archaeological
Village Site
St. Thomas, USVI.
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Figure 11.
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Double burial with sherds of several ceramic vessels. Tutu Archaeological Village, St.
Thomas, USVI.
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Figure 12.

Infant burial with sherds of a broken ceramic vessel. Tutu Archaeological Village Site, St.
Thomas, USVI.
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Western spur of the Tutu Archaeological Village Site, facing Turpentine Run and hills
beyond. St. Thomas, USVI.
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The Tutu Archaeological Village Site, surrounded by high rise housing projects. St.
Thomas, USVI.
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Figure 15.

Hearth uncovered adjacent to a buried turtle skeleton. Tutu Archaeological Village Site, St.
Thomas, USVI.
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Figure 16.

Excavated posthole at Structural Unit 2, Tutu Archaeological Village Site, St. Thomas
USVI.
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Figure 17.

Map of Structural Unit 1 showing diameters of postholes in a circular configuration. Tutu
Archaeological Village Site, St. Thomas, USVI.
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Figure 18.
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Structural Unit 2 after postholes were bi-sected and excavated. Rectangular shapes are
"windows' excavated to provide access to posthole cross-sectional profiles. Tutu
Archaeological Village Site. St. Thomas. USVI.
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Figure 19.

Z-l-C sherds recovered from level B of a midden at the Tutu Archaeological Village Site,
St. Thomas, USVI.
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Figure 20.

Undecorated oval bowl with "hip" and flat base, recovered from a Tutu Archaeological
Village Site midden. St. Thomas, USVI.

Figure 21.

Everted-rimmedcircularbowlwith"hip"andflatbaserecoveredfromtheTutu Archaeological
Village Site, St. Thomas. USVI.
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Figure 22.

Figure 23.
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W-O-R design on ceramic sherds recovered from Level B of a midden at the Tutu
Archaeological Village Site, St. Thomas, USVI.

"Baby-in-a-bowl" recovered in toto from the Tutu Arc-haeological Village Site, St. Thomas,
USVI.

